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Snowfall Paralyzes Calloway County Area
Scholars
Homecoming Youth
Have Meeting
Friday At On Thursday
Calloway

Surprise Storm Dumps
Four Inches On Ground

The American Private EnOld Man Winter returned in severe, so the game will be
terprise Youth Scholar group met
earnest yesterday morning and played as planned.
February 11, in an upstairs room
dumped about four inches of
in the City Hall. The meeting was
snow on Murray and Capoway The National Guard was
opened by the president, David
Members of the 1966-67
County. The heavy rain's. of called out to protect against
Hall. Everyone introduced
'graduating class and their
Thursday night came to a halt looting in Lake Charles La., as
themselves and told what high
husbands or wives will be
yesterday morning and quickly twisters lashed Louisiana and
school they attend.
honored
at
the
annual
turned into sleet and ice, then it Mississippi Friday, while in
The night's discussion was led
homecoming to be held at
New York four persons were
began to snow.
by Sid Easley, County Attorney.
Calloway County High School on
The traffic stalling snow killed when a building covered
Mr. Easley talked about the
Friday, February 19, when the
contimed throughout the day
American Private Enterprise
(Continued on Page Six)
--'llskers" will play host to the
yesterday and for much of last
system as compared to the
Ballard Memorial High School
night. The snow was aceconomic systems in communist
team.
companied by strong north winds
and socialist countries. The
The members and their
which piled up drifts over two
meeting closed with a short quiz,
husbands or wives will be ad-feet high. In the county drifts up
and refreshments.
mitted free upon identification at
to four feet were reported ans
Those students enrolled in the
the door. A brief history of the
State Police said that four foot
group and attending the meeting
1966-67 class will be given at halfdrifts on the parkways have
were as follows:
Karen
time of the varsity basketball
almost stopped traffic.
Alexander, Vicki Lowery, Alan
game.
Snow was still falling this No major accidents have been
Spencer, Bruce Miller, Davie
The highlight of the evening
morning and the town was almost reported in the city of Murray to
Hall, Bill Adams, Debbie Rogers,
will be the crowning of the
deserted as only those persons the Murray Police Department
Johnnie Stockdale, Kathy
Basketball Queen between the
who had to be at work were due to the severe weather conThompson, Betty Jow Ward,
Junior Varsity and Varsity
moving at a snail's pace. Many
Mary Ann Taylor, Wilfred Bickel,
.
ditions. This morning at 2:35 a
basketball games. Candidates for
persons simply could not get out traffic collision occurred at North
Glenda Stubblefield, Billy Usery,
the queen are Misses Jan
of their homes to report to their 4th and Spruce Stseets but no
Patsy Holton, Danny Guy, Mary
Brower, Jill Craig, Carla Elkins,
AND THE SNOW DID FALL—A hard downpour of rain
jobs.
alloway County and West Kentucky. The trees in the courAlice Crawford, Katie Kemp, Jo
report was filed by the police
Debbie Johnston, Kathy Lovett,
thouse yard presented a magnificent sight as the white stuff
Ann Roberts, Freddie Higgins, quickly changed Into snowflakes Friday merning and by late
officers.
and Donna Williams.
Most meetings in the city have Friday at 1:29 p.m. the police
afternoon, the snow was piling up and snarling traffic all over
ered their branches.
Sandra Hargrove, Sherrie MitStaff Photo By David Hill
A reception will be held
been cancelled however the investigated a collision on
chell, Phyllis Beach, Mike
South
following the game in the school
Murray-Morehead will be played Third Street, but no injuries
Hendon, Ted A. Howard, Diana
were
cafeteria with the 1966-67 class
came
Morehead
scheduoed.
in
as
Jurors Report
Boone, Mike Boyd, Nancy
reported.
members as honored guests.
yesterday- before the snow was so Blaine Donelson, 511 South
Osborn.
4th
The cases in Circuit Court have
All former Calloway County
The next meeting will be held
Street, Murray, driving a 1960
been
continued
from
Monday and p
High School graduates are inFebruary 18, in the City Hall. Mr.
Chevrolet four door sedan owned
The services Sunday at the jurors are requested not to
‘rited to come out and renew old
Bill Boyd of Peoples Bank will Christian Science Church will appear until Tuesday February
by Helen Donelson, was going
Acquaintanceships, according to
lialted Prose Interastlesal
lead the discussion on "Why emphasize "today's need of the 16 at 9:00 a.m. They should not
south
on South Third Street, hit a
Howard Crittenden, principal of'
Economics"
slick spot in the street, and slid
prayer which covers every report on Monday but wait until Sunday. February 7, was the Hospital has several programs of
the school.
Kentucky: Travelers warning into the 1971 International pickup
human need", according to a Tuesday according to James, date of a party sponsored by the this type and other recreational
central and east today.
-Teens Who Care Club" given for activities.
owned by Taylor Motors that was
spokesman for the church, Blalock, Circuit Court Clkerk.
Rain changing to snow east and parked on the lot of the company,
the patients of the Outwood State The Teens Who Care took with
located at North 17th and Farmer
%Hospital for the Mentally them two dance bands to perform snow central with accumulations the police report said.
Avenue, Murray.
Retarded.
at the party. These were "The K2"Inches or more today causing Damage to the Chevrolet was
Readings from "Science and
Sponsored by the Zeta New Revolution", composed of treacherous traveling conditions. on the right front fender and to
Health With Key to the Scrip_Department of the Murray Ricky Lowe, Eli Alexander, Jr., Id east today and tonight With the truck on the right rear and
tures" by Mary Baker Eddy will
Woman's Club, the Teens Who Gene Parker, Barry James, and snow ending during the night. left rear.
be included in the services to
Bro. Roy Beasley will be Care Club is a group of Murray Steve Miller, and the ''Shenely Clearing west late today and The city police has been busy
start
direction"
at
eleven
a.m.
conclude
each
Thirty-five teenagers filled
The public is invited to attend speaking on "The Ax That young people who are interested Reserve", composed of Billy continued cold and windy. Fair early this morning endeavoring
with enthusiasm, talent, and program.
Swam" at the 10:40 a.m. service in helping the Mentally Retarded Flora,Tony Gardner, Alan Wells, west tonight with clearing central to help people get to their work,
dedication will be leading the "The New Direction group
Sunday at the Seventh and Poplar children of Murray and Robert Brelsford, and Jerry and east. Fair over the state and especially those having to
worship services at Memorial talks the language of teenage
Sunday. Cold tonight and Sunday. report to the Murray-Calloway
Church of Christ. Steve Payne surrounding communities.
White.
Baptist Church this Sunday, America as they present an
will read the scripture from II Outwood State Hdspital is Sixty members of the Teens Highs today in the 20s and 30s. County Hospital for work.
February 14, at 6:30 p.m.
Kings 6:1-7.
ageless message to a modern
located at Dawson Springs, Who Care Club attended the Lows tonight in the teens. Highs -One person was cited for public
The six p.m. topic will be Kentucky. Approximately 435 party. The Tri Alpha Chapter of Sunday in the mid 20s to the mid drunkenness last night by the
age," a spokesman said.
The members of the new
30s.
The subject, "The Golden "Baptisms of the Bible" with the patients reside in the college-type
City Police.
direction come from-Benton and
(Continued on Page Six)
This groups' appearance in Bowl", has been selected by Dr. scripture reading from Romans campus. The patients live in
Marshall County schools and Murray climaxes Youth Week Frank Tinder for his sermon 6:1-6 by
Gerald Moore.
dormitory-like buildings and are
Murray State University. They being observed by Memorial Sunday at 10:45 a.m. at the First
Prayers on Sunday are assigned various duties to perare
football
players, Church. Jerrell White, the pastor Christian Church. The scripture scheduled to
be led by Edgar form while they are there.
cheerleaders, majorettes, at Memorial, and the members will be from Revelations
5:1-10; Rowland, Jimmy Ragsdale. The recreational hall was the
student government officers, have extended an invitation to all 8:3-5.
James Thurmond, and Don scene of the dance sponsored by
lifeguards, and beauty queens. to hear The New'Direction this
kdavnaugh.
Jim Gough will the Teens Who Care. The
But first of all they are Sunday night.
"Self-Examination Examined" make the announcements and
Christians.
will be the sermon subject for the Josiah Darnall will lead the
sont;
five p.m. vesper service. The service.
Makes Dean's List
Although most of their perscripture is from Psalm 139.
formances are in churches, they
The Church Board is scheduled
have performed in restaurants, Miss Pamela Kay Lassiter,
to meet at 7:30 p.m. Sunday in the
at outdoor gatherings, and even daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
church library
on street corners. Their program Lassiter of Murray, has been
The Kentucky
named
Mountain
to
the
contemporary
Christian
is one of
dean's list at
"Someone's Crying Lord" will Mission Truck is scheduled to be
interspersed
music
with Murray State University. Her
be the subject of the sermon by at the Educational building of the
meaningful drams. Personal standing was 3.80. She is a junior
Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., at the First United Methodist Church on
testimonies and an invitation to majoring in English and
8:45 and 10:50 a.m. worship Tuesday, February 23.
accept Christ as ''the new minoring in speech.
services at the First United
This service is sponsored by the
Mr and Mrs. M. C. Ellis were Methodist Church on Sunday.
Methodist Mountain Missions in
The Week In Review
automobile
involved in an
ac- At the seven p.m. service Dr. Kentucky. Coothing and home
cident last Sunday as they were Dodson and David Garrison will furnishings given to the Mission
enroute home from Hookinsville. participate in a dialogue sermon. are taken to Jackson, Tenn.,
Special music will be under the where the workers sort, grade,
Mrs. Elllis suffered a whip-lash direction of Paul Shahan
clean, and repair many items.
'TEENS WHO CARE'—'Teens Who Care' gave a party at Outwood Hospital in Dawson Springs last
injury and must remain in bed, The Senior High and Junior Persons having items to donate
but Mr. Ellis was able to be in at High Youth Fellowship will meet are asked to bring them to the Sunday afternoon. The Murray youth organization carried refreshments pith them to the hospital
his business, Murray Loan at 5:45 p.m. for supper with educational building of the and also arranged to have two local bands go along to provide music for the party.
Company.
separate programs followinc
By C. W. ORR
church before February 23.
Staff Photo By David Hill
C,ao Ky said the operation
United Press International probably would continue until
the earthquake-prone re- May when the dry season ends.
gion of California, the Richter U.S. officials said no Ameriscale is a familiar measure- can troops had gone into Laos.
ment. It was developed by a Mere were reports some U.S.
scientist at the California military personnel were seen in
1,500.00 shop equipment necessary for the maintenance and repair ce the
Institute of Technology to Laos as "advisers" but these
The Calloway County Fiscal Court has released a report on the
one Phelen - Lowboy Trailer
20,000.00
county equipment
measure
intensity
the
road program for Calloway County for 1970. The report was
of were denied.
one International TD 15 Bulldozer
2,000.00
The Road Department now has a regularly employed
temblors. This week, the Los Premier Lon Nol of Camboprepared by the road department of the county.
one Ford Loader & I3ackhoe
250.00
Angeles area was jolted by an dia suffered a stroke that left
mechanic who does maintenance and repairs to most of the
For the first time in several years the Fiscal Court employed a
one International Tractor with Bush Hog
500.00
equipment in the road department, which represents a savings to
earthquake that registered 6.5 him partially paralyzed.
Road Supervisor last year to recommend, oversee and direct the
o International Tractors with mower blades
the tax payers.
on the scale—the strongest to The Apollo 14 astronauts road program in Calloway County. Ralph McCuiston was em$ 45,650.00
The Court would further respectfully report that for supplies
hit the region since 1933.
ployed in this position.
returned from the moon with
and maintenance of roads the following amounts were expended:
The death toll was another an estimated 96 pounds of rock
The Fiscal Court, in a statement prefacing the report, said "The
The Court feels that some of the lark . -xpenditures listed above
measurement of the Severity— and soil. Alan B. Shepard and
Metal Pipe & Pipe Arch-Court feels that substantial progress was made during the year
IS 12,000.00
such as the Windrow Loader,Bulldozer, Tractor and Lowboy, will
more than 60 dead, most of Edgar D. Mitchell, who walked
Bridge Lumber
with the county roads by the county road Department with the
5,500.00
years
next
and
few
expenditures
be
the
that
for
the
one-time
Road
them
when two
Gravel 98,000 tons
buildings on the moon, and Stuart A. cooperation of the State.
9,800.00
equipment
items
of
major
has
the
necessary
Department
now
to
collapsed in a Veterans Admi- Roosa, who flew
"Since the county roads are constructed and maintained out of
in 'the
no
that
and
major
roads
properly maintain county
items of
public funds, the Court feels that some report to the people of this
nistration .hospital in Sylmar
mand module, went -into
$ 27,300 00
equipment with the possible exception of one grader and one nese''
work is proper."
President Nixon declared the isolationla.klouston.
The following roads have been reconstructed and rebuilt by the
gravel truck will be required in the next Fiscal Year.
quake a major disaster. Vice The government of Northern
The county road report for 1970 is as follows:
county with county forces- District No. 1: Highland Ferry Road
President Spiro T. Agnew flew Ireland outlawed display of
The Court would now respectfully report to the people of the
This is the first time in several years that the County has owned
TVA 1 mile
5,000.00
to California to inspect the symbols of the Irish Republican county that during the year 1970, the following new and used
a bulldozer and the first time it has ever had a backhoe with District No. I: Herbert Todd Road 2.4miles
16,000.00
equipment
tamage.
was
purchased
by
the
County:
Army after ropre disorders.
loader to install. pipe in the road for cross drainage and the first District No. 2: S. Forest Road 1.64 miles
5,000.00
South Vietnamese troops Roman Catholics who want one Model 12Cat Grader No. 12
$6,000 00' time the county has ever owned a windrow loader, which is used District No. 3: Blackwell Road 1 mile
5,000.00
lnoved into Laos this week to union with the Dublin govern- one Westinghouse Windrow loader
3,50600
for ditching, and the first time the county has had a tractor and District No. 3: Steely Road 1 mile
5,00000
Conununists
moving ment have used symbols of the one Ford F-750 Truck di Dump
attack
6,5011 00
lowboy to move the dozer from job to job.
District No. 3: Collins Road 1.5 miles
15,000 00
one Ford Pick-Up
supplies along the Ho Chi Minh
2,901)00
The court would further report that they have remodeled the District No. 4: ForestXolman Road 13 miles
13,000 00
Trail, Vice President Nguyen
one international Tractor Truck
liontinued on Page Sill
2,50600
officLa the county garage and have bought some minor items of
Continued on Page Six )

Collision
Investigated
By The Police

—The
mated
hid Ali
, will
squad
iources
victed
smail,
uad of
t the
discio

Christian Science
Services Sunday

'New Direction' Singers
To Sing Here On Sunday

'Teens Who Care' Give
arty at Outwood Sunday

The Weather

Subjects, Sermons
Listed For Church

Dr. Frank Tinder
Lists His Topics

Mountain Mission
Truck At Church
Sermon Subject Is On February 23
Given For Sunday

Mr., Mrs. Ellis
Involved, Accident

More Than 60 Die in
California Earthquake

Report Of Road Board For 1970 Released Today
Ar
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Ward Expansion
Quite a discussion was held in a recent City
Council meeting on the possibility of expanding the
present two city wards into four or six wards.
Howard Koenen. Council chairman of the Special
Problems Committee was handed the assignment
to study and to report back to the council. This he
did.
Koenen and his committee evidently gave great
thought to the problem. and gave a detailed resume
of the recommendations of the committee. He
suggested that Main and Twelfth streets be used as
the .dividing lines for city wards, to form four
wards. His plan would have placed three city
councilmen in"each quarter of the city which most
certainly increases the representation of the city
voter.
He suggested that as the city grew, the dividing
lines between the. wards could be made to "slide"
east-west and north-south, to maintain as equal a
population count in each of the four wards as
possibte7•
We considered that he made an excellent
presentation and that his plan would indeed give
more direct representation to each section of the
city.
His plan was not well received by the council and
it was handed back to him for further study.
On Thursday night he reported back to the city
body and suggested that the two ward system be
retained and asked council approval of his plan.
This was done so apparently the matter will be
dropped until another time.
There was some indication from some members
of the council that the wards should be so arranged
that the election of a Negro to the council would be
assured. This, of course, would be neither legal nor
practical.
The only Negro on the council, Dave Willis, urged
that he did not care what color the councilmen are,
but what he was interested in was to divide the city
in such a way that the areas would be represented
more direct;y. He asked for six wards, the limit
under the law. It is evident to us that six wards
would in fact, give greater and more direct
representation. even more so than four wards.
On the other hand Councilman Haron West
pointed out that in. his opinion present city councilmen do their best to represent each section of the
city as well as possible. We cannot help but agree
with—this viewpoint also.
From a practical standpoint, we believe the
people of the city are being ably represented by the
-present twelve city councilmen. From a theoretical
standpoint, the more wards we have, the greater
the representation.
Possibly one solution to the problem would be to
adopt Councilman Willis' recommendation, that is
to form s,r city wards, with as near the same
population count as possible. These wards could be
_changed as the population center moves to the
south, west and north.
We think it makes little difference with the city
the size it is today, but ten years from now it could
make a lot of difference.
There is no way we can think of to guarantee the
election of a Negro Councilman. The best way we
know .of is to have councilmen of the same
character and quality as Dave Willis

Craig Banks, manager and trainer for Plainview Stables, Murray, Is pictured right as he is being
Talmadge Tutt, left of Murray,is shown being presented the awards he won by Jimmy Cole, newly
presented the "Best Sportsmanship" award by Jimmy.Cole, newly elected president of the Mid-South
• lected president of the Mid-South Horse Show Association at the meeting held at the Holiday Inn.
Horse Show Association, at the meeting held at the Holiday Inn, Jackson, Tenn., the past weekend.
.%ackson Tenn., last weekend. Tutt won the roadster pony championship for his pony,
Banks also won the Mid-South five gaited championship with his horse, "Secret Reverie". The
"Mr. Kan-Dee",owned and shown by Tuft, and the reserve champion,harness pony for the pony,
Plainview Stables is owned by Thomas (Slick) Banks who also won the reserve championship in the
"Hollywood's
Doll", owned by The Cherry's and shown by Tuft.
Roadster Class with his horse, "Vicksburg Junior".
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Proposal Giving Tax Relief For
Exporting Goods Is Not Popular

" State's Bonded Debt
Totals 91.2 Billion

The Almanac
By United Press international
Today is Saturday, Feb. 13,
the 44th day of 1971.
The moon is between its full
phase and last quarter.
morning
The
stars
are
Mercury, Venus, Mars and
Jupiter.

03/ CINECOM
THEATRES
DAILY FILM GUIDE
DULTS 1.50
_11 ILA

A recently published report
shows the state's bonded indebtedness totaled 61,221,261,500
11'4 c.3.0.1:_tA1al
at the end of the last fiscal year.
Continuous from 2:00
and inflationary pressures.
The figure reflects nearly a $7
Editor's Note: To encourage manufacturers who do no exbalance of payments million decrease since the end of
the
And,
if
porting..
With
the
income
tax
exporting and ._ g more comirtns could cut their -pronierns are rooted in-inflatiorefiscal 1989.
petitive positietiTor-the U. S. in lifted;
The evening star is Saturn.
wage set- The report, prepared by
prices
and, presumably, and excessive
abroad
world markets. Congress may
tlements—pricing us out of world Finance Commissioner Albert Those born on this day are
pass legislation allowing U. S. attract more buyers, thus immarkets—then the tax incentive Christen, indicated that slightly under the sign of Aquarius.
companies to set up separate proving the balance of payments
is a most indirect means of more than six of every ten bond On this day in history:
corporations for exporting and and also creating new jobs.
Apparently, many independent tackling the problem. Measures dollars owed, or $748.7 million, In 1635 the Boston Latin
permit them to defer Federal
to limit union wage spirals, such was earmarked for either the School, oldest public institution
income tax on profits in- businessmen question whether
as prohibiting nationwide or commonwealth's highways and in America, was founded.
definitely, as long as earnings are the trade problem justifies such a
industry-wide labor bargaining, parkways or its institutions of
plowed back. Since this would be remedy which would reduce
44.1l_g_.C..41.1Allillgs.N.IA
might be a more direct solution, higher learning.
In 1914 the American Society
impractical for small firms, it Treasury revenue. Under the
observes.
Federation
the
of
Composers,
General-obligat
Authors
ion
and
and
Show continuous rom
has been suggested that any U. S. DISC proposal, for example,
The proposed tax exemption on revenue bonds issued by the Publishers IASCAPI, was forbusinea be permitted to defer General Motors could avoid U. S.
of annual export earnings Property and Buildings Com- med.
income lax on the first $25,000 of income tax on sales of $25.000
PETER SELLERS • GOLDIE HAWN
certainly help small mission accounted for most of the In 1945 Russian troops t00%
annual earnings from export automative goods outside U. S. would
their
1businesses
expand
horizons,
remaining
Budapest
$472
million in bonded
after 49 days of
sales. The National Federation of borders. In simplistic terms, the
but the proposal apparently debt.
fighting in which more than
Independent Business, polling problem may boil down to which
conjures up too many questions The report included a schedule 50,000 German soldiers were
businessmen on this latter has priority, the balance of inwin immediate support from of principal and interest killed.
- • • i,i-ttiaPict,ires Aar W
proposal, finds only 14 percent in ternational payments or the to
independent business com- payments required on the debts In 1968 the United States
favor, 67 percent opposed and 19 deficit in the Federal budget, the
753-6333
during the next four fiscal years. rushed 10,500 more troops to
which adds to the national debt munity.
percent undecided.
South Vietnam.
Total
payments
during
the
Relief from the Federal income
current fiscal year on the comspring and summer items.
tax as an incentive for business to
A thought for today: British
mission's bonds will be $61.1
evening
group
Sunday
the
export more American goods is a
7r;dit
000
2
1
attended an awards banquet and million, and $60.9 million in fiscal philosopher Samuel Pepys said 3
proposal which may have to be
he was, "As happy a man as Open 7 pm ite y p us pm
dance at which time awards were 1972.
"sold"
to
the
typical
Saturday and Sunday
Debt service for the university any in the world, for the whole
made to outstanding salesmen
businessman.
bonds
amounts to just over $12.3 world seems to smile upon Adm. Adults 1.50--Children 75c
presented
those
were
to
pins
and
While the proposal is intended
celebrating _ service
an- million a year.
to relieve the balance of inTonne thru Tue.
niversaries. Other, events International payments problem,
m'erWayne
--nounseling
on
Elerick,
.:* Kirk Douglas
eluded
Manager
of
the
affecting U. S. monetary stability
and gold reserves, the proposal Otasco store at Bel-Air Shopping cha'ndising, advertising,
* Henrylonda
for Federal income tax exemp- Center, has just returned from customer seryice.,..and seminars
pitsonnel.
Memphis,
non-selling
Tenn.
where
for
he
in
attion on foreign sales wins few
LEDGER
TIMES FILE
followers in a business poll tended the company's annual Otasco has recently moved into
conducted by the National spring meeting February 7th. their new General Office and
Federation of Independent Attending with Elerick were Mrs. Distribution Center in Tulsa. The.
Elerick, Harold W. Griggs, Philip just-completed ' office
and
Kentucky veterans of four wars today could look forward to
Business.
The national poll finds only 14 Morris, Mr. and Mrs . Steve warehouse complex contains receiving a bonus as early as mid-April if proposed financing goes
percent of the responding in- Weatherford, and Mr. and Mrs. over 470,000 square feet of space as expected, Lt. Gov. Wilson W. Wyatt said.
The Calloway County Health Department in cooperation with
and is located on Tulsa's far East
dependent proprietors in favor of Ronald Hargis.
The meeting was held at the side, near the Port of Catoosa.
the calloway County Medical Society will hold a weight control
a Federal income tax exemption
E 'AlfrI101/ICS
)
1184.:RVI
7413I SIMI
class February 27 at the Health Center.
on the first $25,000 gf annual Sheraton Peabody Hotel with
Otasco's
marks
year
53rd
1971
Murray State lost to Morehead 91 to 88 at Morehead. Gene
earnings from export sales. Otasco Managers, employees,
in business. A division of the Herndon and Jarrell Grahamsach
scored twenty points for
Proponents, including the Export husbands and wives in atLATE SH W
Corporation, Otasco
tendance.
Murray.
The meeting was McCrory
Expansion Council's Small
Operates
514
company
and
TONITE
11:30 p.m.
Births reported in the past week include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Business Committee, say this opened with a luncheon and an
associate stores serving a 13 state William T. Jeffrey
of
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Adams.
merchandise
would encourage many small afternoon
"HOW
TO
SUCCEED
and midwestern area.
WITH
southern
Sandra Lou Stark was honored with a party on her third birbusinesses hi compete in the presentations covering new
THE
OPPOSITE SEX"
thday given by her mother, Mrs. Charles B. Stark,
world market, and by so doing,
amp
improve the
No One Under 18 admitted
balance of
payments.
The Federation finds 67 percent
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
opposed to this plan, and another
sizeable 19 percent undecided.
Apparently many, desperately: Deaths reported are Mrs. Dora Alice Nanney, age 88, and Guy
T 1-1 A 1 F2 F
E. Moore, age 71.
seeking some general tax relief,
Donald Loyd Slum, Warren Darrell Mathis, J. D. Williams, Joe
TONITE THRU TUE.
are cool toward a major conThomas Outland, James Miller Deering, Lewis Todd, Lewis
cession to exporters and foreign
Donald Hudspeth, Bobby Lee Ward, Joseph Wrenn Srnotherman,
buyers.
Charles Clayton Paschall, Cecil Howard Culver, Jesse Harold
Poll returns from Kentucky
FEEDER STEERS:
Culver, Jewell Edward McCallon, Glen Oliver Williams, Charles
High
Choice and Prime 300-500 lbs. businessmen show 14 percent in R. Bazzell, and Wallis R. Colson were inducted in the Army on
• e
40.004100, Choice 300-500 lbs. favor of the export earnings February 7 and are now at Fort Knox.
(N RR
exemption,
68
percent
S
against
it,
I6/
37.00-40.00, mixed Good and
Dr. J. A. Outland, county health officer, said a rat infestation
DRIVE
Choice 300-500 lbs. 34.00-37.00. 500- and 18 percent uncommitted.
survey will be made in the business district of Murray by the
IN ,
C
itea,
700 lbs. 31.00-34.00, Good 300-500 The United States, for many Public Health Service in conjunCtion with the County Health
Federal State Market News
was
years
the
envy
of
the
world
lbs. 31.00-34.00, 500-700 lbs. 28.00Open 6:00-Start 6:45
Service
with its trade surpluses, but has Department.
31.00.
Mrs. Frank Murray, area director for the Girl Scout
Wednesday
Admission: 11.00
February
not fared well in recent years,
10 FEEDER
HEIFERS: Choice
organization, will conduct a training course here, according to
Mayfield, Ky.
•
many
to
due
factors,
Many
300-500 lbs. 32.00-3540, mixed
TONITE & SUM
BOTH $
Mrs Robert Hahs, local commissioner.
Farmers Livestock Market
Getting your income fox figured
Good and Choice 300-500 lbs. foreign nations grant tax rebates
con be a wonderful Washing- FEDERAL
Livestock weighed on arrival.
and
exemptions
to
stimulate
2950-3200,500-700 lbs. 26.75-29.60,
ton's Iiirthdaieptesent. Take it
AND
Cattle this week 575
—
Good 300-5013 lbs. 2675-29.59, 500- trade but the U. S. does not.
lo BLOCK. They'll make sure
Calves this week 55
Congress
STATE
may
enact
soon
700 lbs. 24.00-26.75
you get every legitismote deducCOMPARED TO LAST WEEK:
legislation to permit businesse 3
tion. See the office in your
* Kirk Douglas
Slaughter cows .50 higher,
to incorporate their ,export ac12.D61.1•Thin MA
neighborhood today.
HIDDEN
TREASURE
slaughter calves and vealers 2.00tivity as "domestic international
' * Robert Mitchum
UP
BRISTOL. England.(UPD— sales corporations" DISCs) and
3 00 higher, feeder steers and
Deaths reported are L. C.(Cling Jones, age 81, David Tertinne,
GUANANTR
Anttqae dealer pegg3L.Lee paid,giye.them total exemption
We gvarontele.accurate preporatTon
_hetiera fully 1.00-higher- •
• * Richard WicirMSric
-age
Nti
:
TanilWri7 )ds r)a- is
If we make any torr'ors that coo you any penalty or
SLAUGHTER COWS: Utility $12 Wednesday for an old F'erieral income tax as long aa..
te:b
Hal K. Kingins, Bud Harlan, Philip Matlock, and Ernest
int•reft, we ...III pay the penalty or interest
spittoon
brought
to her shop by profits are retained to develop Farrow won
— PLUS —
/1.00-23.75, Cutter 19.00-21.00,
honorski the annual Golden Gloves Boxing. Tone-a mar). She cleaned it up--and the export business.
• Canner 16.50-19.00.
nament in Paducah last week
_Burt
Since it is impractical for small
SLAUGHTER CALVES AND then police arrived. Mrs Lee
Elvin Phillips scored 43 points for Alin° as the baketball team
the "spittoon"
was firms to incorporate, the $25,000 beat Faxon
VEALERS: Chpice 180-240 lbs. found
Reynolds
86 to 22 in a game
AMERICA'S LARGEST TAX SERVICE WITH OVER 5000 OFFICES
sealers 46.00-52.00. mixed Good actually a 1.000-year-old Chi- exemption—available to any
.
Miss Nell Pace. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Pace of Almo,
- In ,Aad_Cholce 41.50-46.90. Choice nese Tang dynasty silver dish business—has been suggested as and Clyde Hendo,were mar,-,,,4,no February L
N A t i.si,1 1 mini Bldg.. Murray, Ky.. Ph. 753-9204
feg iSlifion
to
'240450 lbs. calves 42.0048 25, wOrth 621.080 stolen from an art carr(pan ion
'Total assets of the Bank of Murray are listed as $20,020,002.72 in
9 a m —9 p.m. Mon.—Fri.
. mixed Good and Choice 37 00- gallery. The thief was still free stimulate exports by the more their published statement at the clime of business on February
9 a.m.-5 p.m. Sat.
8.
...
toda‘
90
than
percent
of
small
12.1111.
1941 ;
_
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Revarnish Regulations Controlling
Boating
Woodwork Boathouse Are Announced
Skillfully

V.

/- •

FISH • s.•—
IN KENTUCKY

41..711

By JACK WOLISTON
NEW YORK (UPI) - Sailannounced boat docks may remain if they boat photos are great, but
TVA
today
regulations controlling the are moored side-by-side along they're no snap to shoot.
17
Few pictures are harder to
trhiltoyreelines
mooring of boathouses and non- harbor
ar
by December
distance,
take. Problems of
navigable houseboats on TVA
lakes. Increasing recreation use -Those now moored outside movement and lighting make
of the lakes has made these the harbors of commercial docks yachting photography a difregulations necessary to protect will be permitted only along ficult art form.
That's the opinion of Neil
the health and safety of lake shores where the houseboat
and
Ralph
users and the appearance of the owner also owns or leases the Montarus
lakeshores, the agency saki _ lakefront property, or has a Am du rsky , photographers for
Eastman Kodak Co., who spent
Some of the houseboats on TVA license from the property owner
hours and hours and rolls and
lakes were not designed to or lessee to use the area. The
rolls of film snapping pictures
navigate under their own power, houseboat owner also must ob- of Intrepid and Gretel Il in the
tain
and are in effect floating Catwritten permission from recent America's Cup races at
,
tages. Boathouses normally only TVA for this type of mooring.
-r,
Newport, R.I.
--• •
--Owners of non-navigable
provide shelter for boats, but
But both agree that few subliving areas have been added to houseboats may continue or- jects offer more potential for
dinary maintenance and repairso sheer beauty and drama than
some of them as well.
The new regulations alre.ady but cannot replace these sleek sailing vessels framed
have been published in the houseboats if they are destroyed against a wind-whipped sea and
Federal Register and, therefore, or deteriorate beyond reapir.
fleecy clouds in an azure sky.
.41t
their experiences
From
are in effect now. TVA said it.is There is no prohibition against
attempting to obtain the nameaof mooring new floating boathouses comes some advice that should
all owners affected by the on TVA lakes, but they cannot be of help to others interested
regulations and wW mail in- Include living quarters, toilets, or in boating photography.
To begin, most photographformation to them on applying for lockers having more than 25
permits required under the nes, square feet of floor space. Also, em take pictures of sailing vesthe above regulations on mooring sels from other boats. That
provisions.
special problems.
"Through the years non. locations apply to floating presents
It often is difficult to get
navigable houseboats and boathouses. Unlike the nonclose to the subject, so a teleresidential-type boathouses have navigable houseboats, however, p.hoto lens is virtually a must. est-'
become fixtures in many places, boathouses can be replaced when Without one, pictures taken
and have given many people a they are destroyed or beyond from a distance show a lot of
pleasant way of -enjoying the repair -if new boathouse plans sky, but very little detail of
lakes," General Manager Lynn are -submitted to TVA and ap- the boat and the men aboardSeeber said. "But any good thing proved before construction it.
can be abused. In some locations begins.
On the other hand, a photothe 'Squatters' rights' exercised Owners of existing houseboats grapher using 'a telephoto lens
by these floating structures ge and floating boathouses not has problems stopping the
usurping hundreds of acres, of subject to the numbering motion resulting from the
public waters and have come to requirements of the Federal pitching on the boat from
interfere with the use of the lakes Boating Act of 1958 or a state which he is taking the picture.
, fast film and fast shutter
by the public at large. The boating statute must submit 1
floating cottage creates a halyitd plans to TVA for approval by help solve this problem.
The photographer on a
to safe navigation 'of the lakety "June 17. The plans must show the
others and also creates a sanitary size,shape, and location of these pitching boat also must learn to
keep his body loose and knees
The
problem. We cannot afford to et structures.
same
lightly bent - in "effect, using
these lakes become uncontrolled requirement applies to new
his body as a gimbal-mounted,
floating subdivisions."
floating boathouses. In approving shock-absorbing "gyroscope."
In an effort to meet some of the these plans TVA will assign a
Another valuable trick is
problems that have arisen, number to be 'painted or to snap the shutter either when
regulations have been adopted in displayed on each structure; no the boat reaches its highest
recent years to prevent raw charge is involved.
point on the crest of a wave
sewage discharges from these Owners of houseboats and, or when"it settles into its lowstructures ad to eliminate the use boathouses can get more. in- est point between breakers.
of troublesome secondhand metal formation about the new
Better results are likely
Oscar the sea gull watches a troinisd dolphin perform
drums for flotation, he said.
regulations trom TVAigeservnir shooting from the center of a
"Now the situation has reached 'Properties offices-at•. ,tioar rather than from the bow
By HARRY ROSE
the point where some general TVA, 135 W. First North Street (astern. Shooting from a flying
Writteil Especially for Central Press r'nil 7'hts Newspaper
regulations ,on mooring floating t Box 1236), Morristowni Tenn. _bridge is ideil becauselt offert
NASSAU, Bahamas-- Nobody can blame -OactU•-•'- the.. -stageprotection from salt spray,* struck sea gull for wanting to get into the act at Nassau's
structures are necessary," 37814
vdistort:vietures
and
famous Seafloor Aquarium. For one thing the "nosh" is so .good.
Seeber said. "This situation isnot TVA, 516 W. Madison Street, Avkirh
And so frequently served.
unique to the Tennessee Valley. Box 606), Athensi: Tenn. 374p3'thenage-tic eihtera.
Brought to this sunny vacation resort island capital f esh from
'91thlance planning also helps.
Other areas with popular TVA, 601 First Federal
her fleet in the Bahamas Out Island of Abaco, she was named
pictures
can
be
racing
Dramatic
recreation waters are facing the Building, Muscle Shoals, Ala.
made .when the photographer Oscar before anyone realized she was a "girl."
same problems and the same 35660 .
Soon recovering from that blow to her pride she cocked a
positions himself near buoys
kind of hard decisions about how
TVA,202W. Blythe Street(Box where-the boats change direct- beady eye on the barrels of goodies provided for aquarium showbiz stars like Herman and Limn, the leaping, bottle-nosed dolto solve them."
2801, Paris, Tenn. 38242
i(n.

ALA • *rni

CI\

Although plastie and metal
predominate in pleasure boat hull
FRANKFORT,
Ky.—Ice Shelby County than any other in construction nowadays, varfishing escapades in Kentucky Kentucky. Up to now this winter nished wood is often found
are few and far between. In fact there has been none, simply aboard. Its handsome apthis type fishing may not occur because there has not been a pearance and pleasant feel make
during an entire winter. In other sufficient amount of ice. But it much favored for furnishings
years there will be sufficient ice several days of the zero and near- and trim.
_
to cause a greater amount of zero weather of the early part of Ths sun's strong -itifirnass
fishing and, yes,those people who the week will put in in shape, and through the transparent skin of
fish through the ice catch fish. as soon as it is in shape there'll be varnish on a wooden part. For
this reason varnish is less
In the northern states it is not some ice fishermen there.
uncommon to see a colony of
The principal fishing area of resistant to exposure than is
fishermen on the lakes, snugly the lake is right in front of the paint which contains lightwrapped and warmed by an oil boat dock and it is used mostly on excluding pigment. But, say
heater,
even
sometimes weekends. The fisherman walks Mercury boating experts, the
protected by small tents. It's not and slips to his choice spot, bores comparatively modest amount of
that the Yankees are tougher a hole in the ice with a large size varnished wood on the average
than the Kentucky fishermen, but auger and then saws out an area outboard or stern drive boat
-the ice is thicker in the area about 12 by 12 inches. He drops makes it quite easy to keep it
above the Mason-Dixon line and his line through the hole. His hook looking good.
provides more days of fishing is baited with a worm—for The most important bit of
than are available on Kentucky's bluegill—or minnow, for croppie. knowledge in an experienced
lakes.
Either bait will occasionally boatman's head, they say, is to
But again, ice fishing is not cause a black hass or a catfish to keep an eye on the varnish as the
weeks pass during the ,boating
unknown in this state. Mostly it hit.
To be sure, there are not too seasonl When it has just begun to
occurs in the smaller state-owned
lakes. Very seldom do the major many fish caught in this manner lost its gloss and show slight
lakes offer a coating of ice thick but is is exciting and does dullness, refinish it. If varnish is
enough to provide safety for produce many stringers of fresh neglected until it has begun to
fishermen.
fish. Also, it will produce a forst peel and blister, it's a much
And before we go any further, bite if the fisherman is not bigger job, often requiring going
down to bare weed.
please do not hazard an ice adequately geared.
Go over the surface lightly but
fishing trip unless you are sure This manner of fishing is pretty
the ice is thick enough. Even then much the same as that practiced rather thoroughly with medium
it is recommended that the in the Great Lakes area except or fine abrasive paper, to cut off
fisherman take along a ladder, for the different types of fish. The the dull surface film and expore
varnish
for
or a long, wide board. This weather is colder there, however,-unweathered
provides additional safety. If the and there is no great danger of refinishing. Select a grit that does
ice begins to crack of buckle the the ice breaking since it may be a not choke quickly with varnish
ladder or board provides an foot or more thick. If there's a dust, but at the same time which
escape avenue since its length, half-foot covering on Kentucky does not put visible scratches into
the surface. Sand until all trace of
even with a man or two on it, will waters it's unusual.
spread the weight over a greater If a person wants to quell a wild gloss is removed, for fresh
area and the ice_la _not apt to fishing desire in these Wintry varnish will not adhere depenbreak through. Of course, in the days by going ice fishing, we'd dably to a glossy surface.
-dust
sanding
Remove
first place, a man should not be like to stress our warning about
on the ice when there is the least the treacherous ice. The chance thoroughly. Remove loose
of freezing oneself from icy material with a vacuum cleaner,
danger of it giving way.
Perhaps, there is more ice waters is very remote. Best not to then wipe adhering dust off the
sanded surface with a clean cloth
fishing on Guist Creek Lake in get in it at all.
wet with alcohol. Experts wipe
the surface with a sticky -tack
rag", purchasable at paint
stores, just before varnishing to
take off any remaining dust or
lint. Dirt on the surface will
always result in poor results.
Use a tirush that is absolutely
clean, free of old dried varnish
paint. Anything rernaining
Getting a bit weary of snow and seems unfavorable, postpone and of
in
a
used
brush will surely work
balmy
cold? Dreaming of
departure for a day or two.
out and dot the surface. Varnish
weather in Florida? Own an
Enlist the aid of an automobile
contains no pigment and does not
outboard boat"
club
or petroleum company
require stirring. ,Shaking it
these
three
answer
to
If the
touring service. With their help
simply
fills it with 'troublesome
questions is "yes" in each case, select a route that stays in low
bubbles.
dedDe
toll
cirn
uccl
kyd-ebo
ohK
ines.
ntan
then why not put all three sub- country and on the flatter roads.
staLders,
W
trainer at the aquarium who has
Work in a warm, dry place free
He said the new regulations
jects together and come up with With a trailered boat in tow, your
worked with aquatic animals
and
blowing
or
falling
of
drafts
"may
be
disagreeable
for
some
an exciting possibility? How aim is to avoid highlands and
FISHING WITH.
for 14 yeam _Lays that Oscar ed" Winders. Taken from a nest
dust. Dust carried by the air or owners, but TVA will do its best
about getting the boat out of hills where snow is more lifely to
has hardly ever failed to show near the sleepy Abaco settlefrom
a
floor
falling
overhead
can
to
apply
these
regulations fairly,
metal for a performance ever since ment of Marsh Harbour by costorage and taking off for the be met and more apt to pose
plastic, „wood, and
laboratories
their
Scientists
in
otherwise
carefully
done
spoil an
in a way that will let owners
towing problems. Roads that
south for a week or so soon?
creations, decorated — with she was flown by plane to Nas- trainer Donny Russell. Oscair
job. Start at the top of your work continue to enjoy these facilities are now proving what fishermen
was flown back to Nassau. She
patterns of brilliant sau three month ago.
A week of boating at this time follow the coastline or river
imaginative
respond
do
and move down - over it. Each Without interfering in the use dila
.She waddles right- up"an was fed and looked after imttt
"
long known; fish
yellow
bright
There
are
of year, say Mercury boating valleys closely, for example, are
colors.
to colors. At Brown University, a
and watches the-Talphine she was ready to stretch her
brushload of varnish must be the lakes by others."
experts, can be the best cure almost automatically apt to be
psychologist has conducted color lures, green lures, blue ones, make their spectacular, 20-foot
well
and
blended
into
worked
out
Several
of
the
new
regulations
anyone could possibly find for the the lowest and least rolling of
white black, brown, purple, and _teapa iitto the air, occasionally
the already-varnished area with apply to any houseboats which experiments with goldfish and
WHEN she was old enough.
midwinter blahs!
routes.
them to beg for food ven pink. And somehow, sC reeching encouragement.
even
trained
sweeping
stroke.
Look
at
the
,a
are
not
fully
navigable:
sometime, all of these seem to When Ricky. the educated sea the sea gull started hanging
Plan the expedition with To minimize the chance of
special
of
targets
hitting
by
from
various
surface
angles to -New ones may not be moored
lion, does his balancing act, Os- around the Seafloor Aquarium
reasonable care, and it turns into trailer trouble while ,out in cold
colors. The conclusion, according work.
spot thick and thin places.
car stays well in the scene but stage -during the twice-daily
in any TVA lake.
over,
managed
have
Fishermen
a more feasible proposition than weather, check and relubircate
that
fish
is
researchers,
the
always turning
never tiles to upstage the star. perfdtmances
Do things carefully and the --Existing houseboats of this to
* • •
one might at first suppose. Many wheel hubs earefully, check tires,
up on time.
have color vision similar. to the years to distill their lore"
results will delight you.
type
now
commercial
moored
at
lures
fishing
each
colors
of
regularly
about
the
do
it
carry
spares
and
lash
boaters
everything
"At first she was a bit of a
SINCE the bird joined the
man's.
winter and as a result enjoy a down really well. Take tools, tire
- Research - specialists have and come up with a few general troupe. audiences have found nuisance,- recalls trainer WinThy largest sport fish found in Kentucky is the muskelder.
"She'd peck at my legs
audacious Oscar an amusing
chains, shovels, flares, foul
richer, more varied life.
trained fish to bump certain rules. "Dark colors including the
lunge or muslite, as they are more commonly called. The
bonus.(Sometimes she gets a and toes, trying to
- me
Allow a little flexibility on the weather clothing. Borrow the Boy
noses by black,"says bass fisherman Dick share of the applause. So far cut her in on the fish make
their
with
colors
I gave to largest
caught from Kentucky waters was in excess of 50
matter of your departure date. Scouts' motto, "Be Prepared!".
with food only Kotis of the Fred Arbogast neither Herman or Linus. or He-man, Linus and Ricky But
rewarding
,them
pounds, but not by rod and reel.
Watch weather forecasts closely To be sure of getting into some
when they strike the "right" Company, a major manufacture Ricky have been in the least she soon learned to be a pro
for the last day or two. If it ap- dependably warm weather for
Kentucky has at least five species of lamprey native to
color. Within it few hours the of lure,'lire best for fishing at bit,jealous or up tight about it.' like the others- ,and wait for it.
Trainer Winders, who knows Now she's as tame as can be
pears that one or two good days your southern fun, it is well to
goldfish know which color to hit. night and on dark days. Bright
its waters. Three
them are parasitic, but cause no.
are in prospect, leave very early head for a locality in Florida
Anglers, convinced that fish colors are better for sunny ev4ry personality trait of his and even eats popcorn fronl
trouble among Kentucky fishes. The sea lamprey which
aquatic stars, says all three are visitors' hands.in the morning as planned. Two tying south of the lattiude of
can tell colors, have long hours." And if you are not having very capable of reacting to such j Winders says that if Oscar
caused great damage en-the Great Lakes fishery is not found
color.
another
switch
to
success,
lures
or more drivers spelling one Daytona.
aritificial
decorated their
in Kentucky.
cheeky intrusion. "But they've. picks up a trick. or two from
another at the wheel can take
with all manner of rainbow hues Fish, as the professor says, will accepted Oscar," he says, "and the show's star's he mayleen-•
stocked
La4-yeae„the_
Wildlife
Department
of
Fish
and
your rig so far south in a day of
Each year gamefish, in both know them apart, and sooner or enjoy having the bird watching i skier giving her a minor billing
irginia's area is 42,627
7,494,335 lsh in eight Majni lakes, 30 state-owned !sites,
since she's on the payroll anysteady driving that blizzard square miles, of which 2,365
freshwater and saltwater, are later you should fine precisely the them."
3233 faint
50 municipal and club fakes, 37 streams,
In turn, the bird has "accept- , way.
worries vanish. If the weather are water.
offered a wide variety-of enticing color they want.
pond.s.
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eat Abbi,..
John and Mary
not very merry
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY I am curious to know exactly how fair you
are.
John [not real name) had an unhappy home, so at age 20
John decided that more than anything else he wanted a nice
home and family.
He met Mary, who promised to give John everything be
was looking for. All Mary wanted was a meal ticket, but
John was too young and inexperienced to know. John married Mary and she had two children immediately to hook
John but good. She hated housework and didn't bother too
much about the children. Sh^ turned out to be a sloppy, lazy
woman who didn't make friends easily, so consequently they
had practically no social life
Fifteen years later John has met a wonderful woman
who was perfect for him in every way. They fell in love. If
John leaves Mary, his children will be turned against him.
Also, everyone will say. "Poor Mary was a good and faithful
wife, so John must be a louse." True, Mary was faithful, but
no credit is due her as no man with good eyesight would look
twice at her.
Now, must John spend the rest of his life with Mary just
because he made a mistake when he was young? Abby, if
you are the woman I think you are, you will not say that.
John must keep his marriage vows. I am anxiously awaiting your reply.
INTERESTED RARTY
DEAR INTERESTED: Before I reply, let's both be
"fair." Who's going to tell me Mary's side of the story?
DEAR ABBY: I am the mother of 10 children, and we're
surrounded by neighbors who have nothing to do but
complain if a ball bounces on their grass. Since we have the
most children, everything from the chalk writing on the
sidewalk to the overturned garbage cans at Halloween is
blamed on us.
Am I supposed to apologize for the number of children I
have? Or do I tell my neighbors that I have trained my
children to be law-abiding citizens, and they should get off
my back?
MOTHER OF 10
DEAR MOTHER: Your children may be "law-abiding"
but the law of averages is against you. When a childish prank
Is pulled, they figure it's 10 to one that one of your 10 did it.
DEAR ABBY Because you have shown compassion for
animals I appeal to you to discourage the practice of giving
young children live pets as gifts_ At Eastertime thousands of
baby chicks and rabbits are handed over to small children
who mall and squeeze them to death. Puppies and kittens, by
the thousands, are given to children
...1;490 haven't the faintest
idea of how to care for them.
Abby, live animals are not toys. Please tell your readers
to give stuffed animals to youngsters who aren't old enough
LOVES ANIMALS
to care for live pets. Thank you

Is Bride Of Mr. Moon
The wedding of Miss Loretta
Jean Keel and Mark Brent Moon
was solemized in an impressive
ceremony on Sunday, December
27, at three o'clock in the
afternoon at the Bell City
Baptist Church in Bell City,
Kentucky. Parents of the couple
are Mr. and Mrs. Max Keel of
Route 1 Farmington and Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Moon, of
Route 3 Fulton, Kentucky.
Guests registered as they
entered the church. A burning
red candle encircled with a
poinsetta and holly accented the
table which was covered with a
beige tablecloth edged in white
lace. Miss Jennie Ruth Moon,
sister of the groom, presided at
the guest register.
The Reverend Clovis H.
Kemp, of Puryear, Tennessee,
preformed the double-ring
ceremony before the immediate
families. The couple enchanged
their sacred vows in front of a
large arch covered with greenery.
White wedding bells hung in the
center of the arch. Large potted
palms accented the sides of the
alter.
Pretesding the ceremony, a
program of nuptial music was
presented by Miss Barbie Keel,
cousin of the bride. The organ
selections included,"Somewhere
My Love", the theme from Dr.
Zhivago, by Maurice Jere, "The
Love Theme From Romeo and
Juliet", by Mancini, and "Bridal
Chorus", by Wagner.

The groom is presently
attending Murray State
University.
The bride a a senior at
Sedalia High School.
Before the wedding the
bride-to-be was honored with a
personal shower at the home of
Miss Annabel Wyatt. She was
also honored with a tea at
Story's Chapel Methodist
Church, and a tea at the home of
Mrs. Charles Moon.

"Charm Schools"
Are Planned By
Homemaker Group

Saturday, February 13
A Valentine Dance for memben and out of town guests will
be held at the cailowey County
Country Club from 9:30 p.m. to
1:30 am. Mr. and Mrs. James
Boone are co-chairmen for the
dance
The New Providence Riding
Club will have a dinner meeting
at Captain's Kitchen at 5:45 p.m.
A business meeting will follow
the dinner.
The )ISU Wrestling Club and
Weightlifting Club will meet
Breckinridge Job
Center,
Morgantield, in the boys gym of
the Carr Health Building from
2:30 to five p.m. No charge and
the public is invited.

corps

Sunday, February 14
"Charm Schools" was the main
A singing featuring the Gospel
topic of discussion at the meeting
of the Area Clothing and Textiles Aires will be held at the Russell
Leaders of the University of Clio pal United Methodist
Kentucky Cooperative Extension at 1 30 p.m.
Homemakers groups meeting
The monthly fellowship breakwith Mrs. Catherine C. Thompson, County Extension Agent fast for members of the MurraySpecializing in Clothing & Tex- Calloway County Shrine Club and
tiles, and Mrs. Dean Roper, their families will be held at the
County Extension Agent, in the Holiday Inn at nine a.m.
home of Mrs. Thompson, Fulton,
February 5.
Sunday, February 14
Two Charm Schools were Mr and Mrs. Joel Crawford
planned for the area. One, March will be honored on their golden
11th, in Paducah was designed wedding anniversary with a
especially for adult women, and reception at the home of Mr. and
one March 13th, in Mayfield was Mrs. Donald Crawford in Lynn
designed for the teenage girls and Grove from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. All
their mothers. The plans for relatives and friends are invited
these will be announced later to attend.
These charm schools will be oper
for anyone interested in atMonday, February 15
tending.
Senior Art Show of Bill Moore,
Those leaders assisting with Murray, will open
at the
the planning were: Mrs. Bill Exhibition Hall,
Fine Arts
Fenwick, Fulton County; Mrs. R. Building,
MSU, and continue
B. Foster & Mrs. C. D. Childers, until February 28. No
charge.
Ballard County; Mrs. B. R.
Samuels, Hickman County; Mrs.
Senior Art Show of Linda
C. T. Wyatt, Marshall County;
Louisville, will open
Mrs. Frank Nickols, Carlisle Copley,
Pi Room, Fine
Kappa
the
County; Mrs. Kenneth Ramsey
and continu
and Mrs. Richard Armstrong, Building, MSU,
until February 28. No charge.
Calloway County.

The bride given in marriage
by her father, wore a lovely
gown fashioned by Mrs. Euple
Morris. The gown was of ivory
brocade. Tiny pearls accented
the edge of the neck and down
the front bodice. Three rows of
identical pearls covered the cuffs
of the long gathered sleeves.
Small dangling pearls were sewn
at the mid-waist. Her veil, edged
.in white lace, fell from a large
white bow. She carried a cascade
bouquet of white fugi porn
poms, tiny white roses,
interspersed with lily of the
valley and baby's breath. Long
white satin streamers with love
knots tied in them hung from — •
the bouquet.

miss Susan McCann
Miss Marta Shea
sister L„Named President
of the groom, served as maid of
honor and Miss Keel's only 1
Chapter
attendant. She wore a floor 1 Of FBLA

The Penny Homemakers Club
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Brent Butterworth at 12:30 p.m.

140011,
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"
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WILL BE OPEN EYPERY SUNDAY
for your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs'
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Mrs. Edmund Muskie Attends Class For
Yoga; Many Washington Women Attend

Was-Loretta Jean Keel

The women of St John's
Episcopal Church will meet al
the home of Mrs. Betty Newnam
length gown or-primrose satin
The
Future
Business
Leaders
at 7:30 p.m.
with a rims peen velvet bolero
with gold trim. Her headpiece of America met in the Calloway
Tuesday, February la
was a large moot green velvet County Jeffrey Gymnasium for
Preschool
Leo's
bow with gold trim. She carried their monthly meeting on St.
a colonial bouquet of white January 27.
Cooperative Mothers will meet at
carnations, .roses, lily of the
The meeting was called to Gleason Hall at seven p.m. .
DEAR LOVES: And if you love children, be aware that
valley. and*tub!,'s breath. Long order by the president, Susan
streamers of moss green velvet McCann. David Gargus
animals, when forced to defend themselves, will bite and
is now
Murray Branch of the AAUW
and white satin, tied in lbse
scratch. Animal care can best be learned from your local
classified as a special student will meet at the home of Mrs.
knots
accented
the
bouquet.
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals or from any
attending school for a half day Robert Higgins, 713 Main Street,
veterinarian.
Mike Larkins of Clinton, and had to resign his office 83 at 7-30 p.m.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "LEARNED THE HUM IPAlime• served as best man. Jimmy Keel, president. According to the
brother of the bride, served as an Constitution a new vice president
A baskettell game at Hazel
You belong to a large club. There is hardly a man alive who
usher.
is appointed by the Executive School will feature the Murray
couldn't retire comfortably in his old age if he could sell his
For her daughter's wedding, Council. Since Susan McCann Firemen playing the Hazel men
experience for what it cost him.
Mrs. Keel chose a brown and accepts the office of president, a and the Almo Women playing the
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off beige dress, with beige new vice president had to be Kirksey Women. Proceeds will go
your chest. Write I. ABBY. Box st7M, Los Angeles, Cal. accessories. Mrs. Moon, mother appointed. The council has to the Calloway Rescue Squad.
of the groom, wore a brown and chosen
Maxine Colson.
1011019. For a personal reply elICI011e stamped. "pressed
bone knit suit, complimented
The devotion was read by
Providence
New
meekest.
The
with bone accessories. Both
mothers wore a double white Joyce Winchester. David Hall Homemakers Club will meet at
carnation corsage pinned at her had the treasurer's report. FBLA the home of Mrs. Anton Herndon
Hate to write letters' Seoul $t to kbby. Box 107041. Les
members have earned money for at one p.m.
Angeles, Cal. Met for Abby's booklet. -How to Write Let- shoulder.
the club this year by selling
ters for All Oessaskins."
Following the ceremony a candy, basketball
programs, and
Circle I of the First United
reception was given by Mr and
Mrs. Keel, at the church The other money making projects. Methodist Church WSCS will
Maxine Colson gate a report on meet at the social hall at two p.m.
brides table was covered with a
white cloth and overlaid with an the new service project that will
ivory lace tablecloth. A begin next month. The patients at
The Good Shepherd United
centerpiece of red carnations, Western State Hospital will Methodist Church WSCS will
miniature white roses, and receive personal items to be meet at the ctiurch at two p.m.
baby's breath was graced on used.
either side by two-tiered burning
The FBLA convention will be
The Russell's Chapel United
held in Louisville on April 8, 9, Methodist Church WSCS will
red candles. At one end of the and 10. Those members
wishing meet at the home of Mrs. Toni
table was the lovely ivory to attend
the convention should Hopson at 1:30 p.m.
wedding cake, topped with a
make some extra points. In order
niniature bride and groom. At
the other end of the table, -red to be eligible to attend the con- The Baptist Women of the First
punch was served from a cut vention, a member must have Baptist Church will meet at the
glass bowl sitting in a matching enough points to place in the top church at nine a.m. with the
tray encircled with poinsettas. twenty.
Annie Armstrong Group in
The handle of the bride's knife
Sandra Orten and Patty Page charge of the program.
was adorned with lily of the prepared delicious cup cakes and
valley and a satin bow. Assisting served Cokes after the
meeting
The Dorothy Group of the First
at the reception was Miss was adjourned to earn
pOints
Church W1WS will meet at
to
Baptist
Annabel Wyatt and Miss Darlene attend the
convention.
the home of Mrs Lloyd Jacks at
Mores.
ten am.
For travel the bride was
FRUIT SALAD
wearing a purple pant suit,
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order
complimented with silver
For a change from green salad, of the Rainbow for Girls will meet
accessories. A fugi porn cira'n
corsage taken from her bridal serve a fruit salad with the main at the Masonic Hall at seven p.m.
bouquet eas pinned at her dinner course. This combination
.perfect for winter. Combine
shoulder
The executive board of the
sliced bananas, canned cling Kirksey School PTA will meet at
th,
wedding
short
trip
After a
peach slices, whole cooked the home of Mrs. Bill Crick at one
couple is residing on Route I, prunes
HAPPY COUPLE -- Both Apollo 14 commander Alan
and chunks of pineapple p.m.
Farmington, Kentucky.
Shepard, inside quarantine, and wife Louise, in Houston,
in individual salad bowls.
look real happy at the way the Moon mission turned out.
Marinate with a fruity French
The Music Deportment of the
dressing.
Murray Women's Club will meet
at the club house at 7:30 p.m. with
Mesdames John
FOR Miiiittif — 'hostesses being
r Winter, Vernon Cohoon, Carl
Donald Story, John A.
The over-the-boot-pant is the Rogers,
1205 Chestnut Street
Nolan Harvey, and
Mrs. Tremon Smith of Murray
Thompson,
.op fashion look for White Stag
sHoute Three has been dismissed ikiwear
Paul Shahan. Following the
In
myriad
expressions
Music Chorus will
from. the Western Baptist
if stretch fabric, double-knits, meeting the
rehearsal.
Hospital. Paducah.
a
have
snow pants and warmulas, slack
line is everywhere. There are
Arm organizational meeting ot
Taylor M. Gooeh of Murray
suits in one-piece, belted or not, Use Murray Aquarium Society
at
patient
a
been
has
Route Four
Open 12:00 am. till 6:00- p.m.
Hospital, bib fronts, western fringe and will be held hi Room Three of the
the Western Baptist
‘Nild prints
Student Union Building, MSU, at
Paducah

SCOTT DRUG
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seven pin•

By HELEN THOMAS
Wednesday, February 17
WASHINGTON (UPI)—
Nature's Palette Garden Club ing Washington women
is scheduled to meet at 1:3p p.m. men are turning to yoga as
with Mrs. Burnam Parker as answer to life's hectic pres
hostess.
sw
uritehs thIet'sbetahuetifnul
e w "in"
le. thi

and beauty," says the Bombayborn Hindu teacher. "Some
even want to put on weight.
Some want to look young. Many
come to find peace of mind.
"Yoga is riot like the Western
system of exercise which uses
The Wadesboro Homemakers
Their teacher is an exotic up energy. In yoga you renew
Club will meet at the home of
graceful Indian woman, Sevin.' yourself. It calms a person."
Mrs. Autumn Ezell at 10:30 a.m.
Ahuja, wife of a forme
She helps many of her
diplomat, who has a waiting
students to overcome back
Thursday, February 18
troubles and arthritic pains
The Kirksey Baptist Women of VIPs for her classes in
will have a book study at the ancient art of exercises for th through exercises for the spine.
body and mind.
Kirksey Church at 6:30 p.m.
"The spine is life," she says.
It's not all standing on yo Breathing is another important
interested
Persons
factor in yoga. "You don't learn
in head, as some may think.
Mrs. Ahuja, who also is
establishing a youth center are
yoga," she explained, "you exasked to meet at the Murray professional Indian dancer, ha perience it. And it helps you know
Woman's Club House at 7:30 p.m. a number of students fro your body better than you ever
officialdom.
knew before."
Mrs. Musick is a Student
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
One is Mrs. Edmund Muskie,
Order of the Eastern Star will
Easy Crab Casserole
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30 wife of the Maine senator who
stands as the front runner in
p.m.
the polls to oppose President Drain and slice PI oz. can
Alaskan King crab or defrost and
The Hazel Woman's Club will Nixon in 1972.
meet at the Club room at seven The wives of several other slice a 6 oz. package of frozen
senators, socialities as well as King crab. Fold into a prepared
p.m.
career women, attend the 1 1-2 oz. package of sour cream
sauce mix. Add 2 cups cooked
The Home Department of the classes, all wearing leotards, in
Murray Woman's Club will meet the studio of Mrs. Ahuja's home broccoli and 2 tablespoons
She also has a number of sherry Place in casserole and
at the club house at two p.m. with
Dr. L. J. Hortin as guest speaker. male students and a special bake at 350 degrees for 20
minutes.
Hosteesses will be Mesdames H. class for couples.
T. Waldrop, R. A. Slinder, Walter "Everyone in Washington is
SPECIAL APPLES
pp tight and
tense,"
Wilson, Will Rose, N. P. Hutson, so
-explained one yoga pupil. "This
and H. B. Bailey.
is a way to relax." Many sign
The new crop of baking apples
Campus Lights will open at the up tp slim down, but the main is in the markets now. Baked
Murray
University emphasis is on relieving stress apples are wonderful, expecially
State
when prepared with a mixture of
auditorium at 8:15 p.m. Tickets and renewing.energy.
Mrs. Muskie says when she brown sugar, chopped pitted
are two dollars each.
finishes a class "I have the prunes and cinnamon. For
energy to do things."
special flair, baste with a little
Yoga Calms
dessert wine, Port. Tokay or
••'I'hev come to me for health Muscatel.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Henson o
Benton Route Four are the
parents of a baby girl, Cheri
Lynne, weighing seven pounds
seven ounces, born on Thursday,
February 11, at 11:41 a.m. at the
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
They have one son, Steven
Matthew,age three. The father is
Hwy. 641 So.
employed with the West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative
Corporation, Mayfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Thomas
Henson of Benton Route Four are
the paternal grandparents and
Mr. and Mrs. James M. Henson
of Benton Route Eight are the
Served
maternal grandparnets.
11:30
Great grandparents are Mr.
1:30 p.m.
and Mrs. Hershell Jones and Mr.
Including
db
rink, Dessert & Tax
and Mrs. Dimon Henson, all of
1i2 PRICE FOR CHILDREN
Benton Route Five, and Mr. and
Mrs. Will Henson of Benton Route
Please the entire family.. Bring them to the
Four.

72.TRTHsJ

CELEBRATE

of Murray

Your Family Restaurant
Invites You TO

SUNDAY BUFFET
Etieh Sunday
a.m. tO

$2.50

"Length iv inrelcvani. ,ZWS
IirSigIIIT 1.41i Naril net-i
's
lisc mood that counts..."
Nardi -,'i's mood olteans the
pawn iiierring '71 of the girls
in clingy , soft auil I.'InuiiiiuJri',ew'u.. sto',ping just atAie
trip of the :fake. Priiit.H1
febrile, were oritstatorling in bias
cut, frill lilowe_alerves anti
csaggerated-yokerl shirt urn
,,

restaurant where dining is a pleasure Excellent
food, fine service homey atmosphere! Make it a
Sunday habit
ial 753-5986 for Reservations for Your
,Bridge Club, Parties, Banquets, etc.
MON. thru FRI. BUFFET - - - - 11.65
(Including Drink and Tax)

ID

FOR

AKC IRISH Se
Poodles and
Chinchilla from
835.00 each arum,

MOBILE HOI
Broad coverai
Check with us
surance heft;
Galloway Inste
Estate Agency,
5842.

REMOVE CAB
spots; fluff beat
Blue Lustre. :
$1.00 Big K.

1968 BSA Motor(
miles. Call 753-7:

5 HP TILLE'
Briggs and S
Other models
tgomery Ward,
Murray, Kentu
1966.

AKC REGIS'
puppies. Phone
p.m.

WHEAT STRA
See Dan Shipley
2878.

4020 JOHN DE
equipment, 530
John Deere Co'
ton truck with
753-1977.

ST BRIGHT
restore them
Rent electric
Western Auto,
Wishing Well."

THINK SPRIT
trees now. New
papershells ju
look over our I
dwarf and ref
Virgin's Nurss
Fulton Hwy. I j
Union City I Ph(
0396.

32 PIGS, weigt
Approximate)
Also good set of
. 489-2251.
1962 PONTIAC

EXTRA GOOE
435-5311.

COPPERTONI
refrigerator. Ea
Phone 489-2651.

Drycleaning

COFFEE TA
matching end
. with formica
dition. Phone 7
p.m.

SPECIALS!

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,

Feb. 15, Feb. 16, Feb. 17.

RICKENBACI
Guitar and har
AMP.Phone 75:

Ladies' or WW1_

UPRIGHT PI
condition. Rece
753-4746.

Short or Long

COATS

TROUSERS
SLACKS

49each
week long

Shirt
Special
Laundered to Perfection

each
'Ai, lining; ac . its, Su
Maxr And 1'le91.4 Garments

and Fur Trim, Formal,
Extra.

One HOUR
DRY cLeaneRs

11
5Foisloo
on hangers with any
drycleaning order.

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER

DRIVE-UP
WINDOW
Open Daily from 7 a.m. 6 p.m.

Folded

25 „

SPECIAL SA
puppies left, on
Poodle, one AK
one Peek-A-Poo
si•eelts old. Pric
$55.00. Call 753-

BEAUTIFUL
curtis- Mathis
radio, stereo c
picture tube, $31
1961 Chevrolt
8200.00. Phone
8414
FRIGIDAIRE
range A-1 Sha
cites Phone 753
TIMOTHY HA
hay,See Glen(
Grove or call 41
1968 MOBILE
condition. Fully
Conditioned. Be.
Perfect for 3M4
n3-6737 after 5:1

OA

411

•-••••

PACA

1971

rivz

111-
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FOR SALE

NOTICE

AKC IRISH Setter pups. Toy
Poodles and three herds of'
Chinchilla from certified stock.
;35.00 each animal. 753-1862.
February 26C

her
back
pains
pine.
says.
rtant
Learn
exknow
ever

FOR RENT

NOTICE

FURNISHED GROUND floor
apartment. Three rooms and
bath, near court square. Phone
TFC
753-8175.

DISTRIBUTED

BOWLING STANDINGS
Saturday Moruing Juniors
Bowling League

MAGIC TRI
Bowling League

W L
Team
60 24
Ezell's Beauty School
TEAM
W. L Johnson's Grocery
57 27
EXTRA NICE one bedrooM Channels
43 25 Kut 'N' Kurl Beauty
block
furnished apartment, ki
MOBILE HOME Insurance.
Head Pins
41 27 Shop
531,2 3042
from University campus. $90.00 White Knights
Broad coverage. Low rates.
41 27 Jerry's Restaurant
51 33
PhOde
only.
Couples
month.
per
(lieck with us for all your InUnbelievables
40o2 27oz Country Kitchen
48 36
F13C
753-9135 or 753-4478.
surance before you buy.
Strike Outs
39 29 N.H.C.A.
44½ 3942
SAFTBILT
Galloway Insurance and Real
Be-Bops
36 32 Owen's Food Market
40 44
Estate Agency, phone 753HOUSE FOR Rent, Lynn Grove. Glory Stompers
33 35 Town &Country Dress
FI3NC Savage Four
5842.
March4C
Phone 753-7850.
30 35 Shop
33 51
Gutters
29,-2 38'1 Hazel Dry Cleaners
33 51
7 61
REMOVE CARPET paths and
TRAILER, EXTRA nice, fully Torpedos
High
Team
Game
(SC)
Corner 016th & Main
spots; fluff beaten down nap with
carpeted, two bedrooms, electric
Johnson's Grocery
766
High Team Game (SC)
Blue Lustre. Rent shampooer
heat, air conditioned, color TV
Phone 753-5862
N.H.C.A.
753
Unbelievables
533
for
$1.00 Big K.
Fl3C
Suitable
extra nice furniture.
Ezell's Beauty School
747
525
couple and one child. Rent $100.00 White Knights
WINTER RANGER
(HC)
High Team Game
5111
monthly. Reference and deposit Strike Outs
1968 BSA Motorcycle, 250 cc, 2500
1006
Kut 'N'Kurl Beauty Shop
required. Phone 753.7358 after
miles. Call 753-7342 after 4 p.m.
DEEP-CLEAT
956
High Team Game (HC)
Ezell's Beauty School
4:00p.m.
F20C
955
Unbelievables
776 N.H.C.A.
White Knights
738
5 HP TILLER, powered by
12x50 HOUSE trailer, near Savage Four
High Team Series (SC)
707
Briggs and Stratton, $161.92.
2226
University. Furnished. Phone
Johnson's Grocery
Other models available. Mon2141
F16C
753-3895 or 753-3482.
High Team Series (SC)
Ezell's Beauty School
tgomery Ward, 510 Main Street,
2058
Channels
1463 N.H.C.A
_
Murray, Kentucky. Phone 7531436
TWO BEDROOM nice modern Strike Outs
High Team Series (BC)
1966.
Fl5C
1431 Kut'N' Kurl Beauty Shop
2787
home, furnished or unfurnished. White Knights
2776
Couple or small family. Near citty
Town &Country Shop
High Team Series (HC)
AKC REGISTERED Collie
2772
limits. Please call 753-520e after
Johnson's Grocery
puppies. Phone 753-7484 after 4:30
go, 2090
F13C White Knights 6:00 p.m.
Unbelievables
2064
p.m.
Fl6C
High Ind. Game (SC)
2063 Betty Dixon
205
TWO bedroom Channels
FURNISHED
NOTICE
SERVICES OFFERED
187
apartment. Phone 382-2299. F13C
Jean Butterworth
WHEAT STRAW-50c per bale.
High Ind. Game (SC)
186
Marilyn Parks
See Dan Shipley. Phone 753Jackie Hargrove
196
QUALIFIED BAKER needs
2878.
Fl3P ELECTROLUX SALES &
TWO COMPLETELY furnished Rita Hargrove180 .
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky. C. M. work. Also farm or restaurant
High Ind. Giffne (HC)
one bedroom apartments with David Copeland
179 Betty Dixon
Fl3P private living
242
4020_J01ft4-DEERE,Tractor and Sanders, phone 3822468, Far- work. Phone 767-4409
room, bath, and
- 239
?turf
Faye
equipment, 6:312- aie-TraCtor, 45 mington-,Kentucky.kitchen for each. Also, furnishell
High Ind. Game (HC)
WILL BABYSIT in my home full
234
Jean Butterworth
John Deere Combine,67 Dodge 2
rooms available for college rnen Jackie Hargrove
224
time
or
part.
Phone
767-4409.F
13P
ton truck with grain bed. Phone
or others-with refrigerator, David Copeland
217
High Ind. Series )SC(
753-1977.
F13P
cooking facilities, and a complete Sue Ann Adams
ATTENTION BOYS!!
216 Marilyn Parks
WILL GIVE organ lessons
539
bath tcrhe shared. Three blocks
Phone 753-8080after 5:00 p.m.
504
LEDGER
&
Betty Dixon
....The
ST BRIGHT carpet colors.
from campus, plenty parkieet
High Ind. Series (SC)
Fl7C
499
Wanda White
TIMES is now taking apestore them with Blue Lustre..
space, and most important Rita Hargrove
462
plications for carrier
Rent electric shampooer
$1.
"inexpensive". If you are tired of Larry Evans
455
High Ind. Series MC)
Western Auto, -Home of The I routes. In order to update
FURNITURE REFINISHING: paying a high rent and don't wank Jackie Hargrove
446 Wanda•White
628
rfiles, boys who placed
Wishing Well."
F13C
to
sacrifice
quality
call
753-4646.
11 work guaranteed. Free
617
Parks
application over'three
Marilyn
FLOC
'ckup and--delivery. Free
High Ind. Series )HC(
615
months ago should come to
Betty Dixon
THINK SPRING-plant Pecan
timate. Antique or natural
Rita
Hargrove
•.
570
the office and reapply.
trees now. New shipment of large
NICE FURNISHED Apartment: David Copeland
finish. Jerry McCoy,753-3045.
561
Several routes are now
High Averages
papershells just arrived. Also
February 20 NC Private entrance. Close to Sue Ann Adams
555 Mildred Hodge
167
open and . will, be filled
look over our large selection of
University, 914 Coldwater ReIT
162
immediately.
Marilyn Parks
dwarf and regular fruit trees.
Phone 753-1790.
rise!
High Av#taas
Apply in person to:
154
Wanda Nance
Virgin's Nursery, Union City.
WILL DO babysitting in my
Larry Evans
143 Judy Parker
151
Fulton Hwy.( just a mile out of
home, any age child. By hour,
NICE NEWLY decorated briek" Jackie Hargrove
143 Jean Chancey
day or week. Experienced.
Union City) Phone 885-1851 or 885home, fully carpeted, electric Barry Rose
136 Betty Dixon
148
0396.
F13C
Reasonable rates. Phone 753heat, air conditioned. Carport, Paul Holland
133 Joyce Roller
144
F18C
,
6809.
large fenced back yard. Well Bob Hargrove
133 I avaughn Latimer
144
32 PIGS, weight range 30-45 lbs.
located. Available March 1st.. Rita Hargrove
133 Sandra Thompson
144
Approximately $10.00 apiece.
FOR ALL your home alterations, Phone 753-6425 days or 753-569'2
144
Rowland
Joye
Also good set of deherners. Phone
or
etc.,
new
repairs, remodeling,
nights.
Fl5N.0
14:
Isabel Parks.
489-2251.
F13C
old. Free estimates. Call 753-6123.
February 15NC
MODERN FURNISHED one
1962 PONTIAC. Phone 753-2358.
bedroom apartment, newly
Fl7C MODERN TWO bedroom house,
electric heat and hardwood floors
decorated. Couple or teacher.
HELP WANTED
EXTRA GOOD Jap hay. Phone with two acres of land. Two miles
Phone 753-6047.
1TC
435-5311.
F15P from Murray. Will trade for
house trailer and someone take GOOD OPPORTUNITY for ONE BEDROOM trailer, electric
COPPERTONE STOVE and over payments of $50.00 monthly. ambitious man, must have panel heat, air conditioned, $60.00 per
F15NC truck or van. Phone 753-7418 for month. Utilitiesfurnished. Phone
refrigerator. Excellent condition. Phone 753-8414
appointment.
F16C 484-2595._
FI5C
Phone 489-2651.
F16C
HUBERT DUNN is now working
kitchen
WITH
COFFEE TABLE and two at The White Way Barber Shop. WAITRES.SES, STEADY work, ROOMS
matching end tables. Mahogany
Fl8C highest tray on lake, plus extra privileges. Reasonable rated.' Nancy
F15C
, with formica tops. Good conood tips. Kentucky Lake Lodge Phone 753-2670.
dition. Phone 753-6030 after 5:00
Restaurant on Highway 68 at
p.m.
Aurora, Phone 474-2259.
Fl8NC
F13C
State Moves to Retain
FIRST
Meat Inspection Program RICKENBACHER
STEALE
The state Department of
BEND
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE Agriculture has indicated it will
Guitar and hard shell case with
DOWN
AMP. Phone 753-4483.
F15C
next
Per
make an all-out effort in the
THE
Room $5n
BY, OWNER: Four bedroom few months to retain control over.
TOP
Day
u
Benefit
UPRIGHT PIANO, excellent
brick house, 1612 Loch Lomond meat inspection programs in
LINE
Free Information
condition. Recently tuned. Phone.
Drive, one block South of Kentucky, after the federal
IN
MC
763-4746.
Robertson School on quiet government last week notified
THIS
deadend street. Large paneled state officials that certain
PANEL
SPECIAL SALE-Only three Insurance
family room, birch kitchen with deficiencies must be corrected.
753-4199
puppies left, one AKC Toy White
1 11 baths, central heat Agriculture Commissioner J.
Agency
Poodle, one AKC Toy Pekingese,
and air, fully carpeted, com- Robert Miller said federal ofone Peek-A-Poo. All about nine
pletely redecorated. Two stall ficials have told him Kentucky
weeks old. Priced from $35.00 to
WANTED--TO BUY
garage and 25'X30' patio with must give stronger enforcement
$55.00. Call 753-4469 after six p.m.
brick wall. Reason for selling, to its program if it is to avoid a
Fl5C WANT TO buy one or more acres building next door. $29,500. Call federal take-over of inspectien
FI9C duties.
on Highway 94 East, close to 753-7683 for appointment
BEAUTIFUL 1968-21 inch Kentucky Lake. Write p..0,,Box
Miller said all slaughtering and
Curtis- Mathis color television, 664, Murray Ky., 42071, giving
processing plants in the state Can
radio, stereo combination. New price, acreage, etc.
WANTED TO RENT
expect to receive notification by
Fl6P
picture tube, $300.00 or best offer.
mail very soon that the federal
1961 Chevrolet panel truck,
government
is interceding into
like
Would
and
I
BROTHER
IMMEDIATELY: MY
$200.00. Phone 436-2458 or 753- NEEDED
the meat inspection program.
or lumber to rent crop land in the Lynn
material
crating
8414.
midinning- around
suitable for dog house cover. Grove or Coldwater district. February. federal inspectors will
FI5C
435-4592.
435-5501
or
Phone
Phone
Needs to be oi to Ti thick.
visit each plant to inform
ELECTRIC 753-1712.
FRIGIDAIRE
F15NC
of
operators
federal
range. A-1 Shape. White, 40 inM:4
RENT
or
lease:
WANTED TO
requirements and changes that
F16P
ches. Phone 753-4889.
either a 2 story house or a 1 story will have to be made to meet
I WANT TO buy;'logs and standing house with basement. Must be in them, Miller said.
TIMOTHY HAY and lespedza
'timber. Also have for sale lumber good condition, Large rooms
Results of these inspections Lii Abner,
hay,,See Glen Crawford at Lynn
and sawdust. Murray Saw Mill preferable, with yard space will probably determine future
Grove or call 435-5432
Fl6P
and Lumber Co. Phone 753-4147. highly desirable, in or near city federal action on the matter, he
THANK YO'FO'
r TFC limits of Murray. call 753-8658 or added.
GOIN'AGIN YORE
1968 MOBILE Home. Perfect
HOW
MUCH
DO
AN
TFC
PRi
753-4646
PLES,70
OWE •/0" FO'ITP
condition. Fully carpeted and air-,
HELP MAN
Klfaff
eonditioried.SeTter than renttr%:
'
VICE IS VERSA
AUTOS FOR SALE
Perfect for small family. Phone FOUND: WHITE cat" wearing
DETROIT (UPI) -21 threeZ3-6737 after 5:00
Fl5P red collar with bell. Phone 7531966 MERCURY Comet sport year veteran of the suburban
Fl5C Coupe. Extra nice. By original Redford Township police force
5465.
was arrested Thursday' on
owner. $795.00. Phone 474•
FI3C narcotics charges.
SMALL
I OST
brown 2297!
The patrolman, Harold W
Dachshund, stocky, part of one
TM*Y-1ftMM:--1970T06 Howett-allegediy-lookF-elowt
3.411.3.‘" fr-t#11R
""FfirliiisliTirtost in VrciffITS7
o•r from
FREECherry Corner Answers to name station wagon i Fiberglais boat no tg an undercover a
Owl police departin.
1
ith 75 h.p.'Mercury Motor. Call
of Bebe Please call 753-2676
Fl 3C
found.
'EC 753-7108.
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APPEAL TO GOOD SCENTS PATIENCE PAYS OFF
LONDON ( UPI) -An Ap- CLEVELAND (UPI)-A pawhile
waited
peals court judge Thursday tient robber
increased by $720 to $1,200 an employees of a food catering.
award made to William Goodier service at the Hollenden House
who was forced to move his Hotel called someone who knew
home because the smell from a the combination to the office
safe.
next door pig farm.
When the Ogden Foods head
cashier arrived, the gunman
PARKING UNFAIR
forced him to open the safe,
ANNAPOLIS (UPI) - The locked him with the others In a
leadership of the Maryland closet, scooped up $7,000 and
Legislature allocates most o escaped.
the choice parking slots around
the State House to women
PRECISE TIMING
lawmakers.
MOUNT VERNON, Ill. (UPI)
Delegate Robert Stroble calls
-Much as they'd like to, city
it discriminatory-and a long
councilmen Russell Laur and
walk from where he parks.
Kenneth Martin won't be able
Stroble Tuesday filed a
to attend a "candidates forum"
resolution which would allocate
Tuesday with six men who
the scarce parking spaces by
oppose them in the Feb. 23
random drawing. Stroble said
election.
his resolution "is in agreement
The "forum" was scheduled
with the Woman's Liberation
the same night as a city council
Movement."
meeting.

for
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13
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Crossword Puzzle
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Disturbance
Forgives
Walked on
Withered
Defeated
Gull-like
bird
Rabbit
Stalemate
Profound
Bitter
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The earth
Pigeon
p
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14 Extremely
terrible
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52 Kite
54 Attempted
55 Habituate
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Circulation
Manager
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THE LEDGER
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.

- --(Continued From Page One)

Teens . . .

TIMES

-

Mt KKAY, KENTUCKY

SATURDAY-FEBRUARY 13, 1971

. LETTERSomEDITORi

(Continued From Page One I

•__

Murray High -Simi donated Dear Editor:
The purpose of this letter is to
refreshments in the form of
District No. 4: Cecil Thurman Road 0.8 mile
8,000.00 cookies, bubble gum, balloons call the attention not only of the
University but also of the City
District No. 4: Gob - Mt.Olive Road 3 miles
10,000.00 and valentine suckers.
Murray to the birthday of a very
District No. 4: Beaman Road 0.4 mile
2,000.00
The Teens Who Care consider
famous man. Not only does his
the party a tremendous success
birthday deserve to be
$ 84,000.00 and, wish to thank the following
The Court wood now respectfully report that out of the County people for helping make the party celebrated, his birthday offers
Aid money, which money is handled by the State with the possible: Mr. and Mrs. Earl besides an especially good opcooperation of the State Highway Department, the following -Tucker, Mr. & Mrs. Jack Wager, portunity for our whole community to know itself better. This
roads were double sealed ( blacktopped):
Mr. and Mrs. James Rogers, Mr.
District No. 1: Bean Road 2.87 mile
$ 10,500.00 Dan Shipley, Mrs. Robert Mabry, is because his time resembles
District No. 1: Old Newburg Road 1.0 mile
3,500.00 Dr. Paul Lyons, Dr. and Mrs. ours and because this man was
District No. 2: S. Forest Road 1.64 mile
5,500.00 Castle Parker, Mr. Robert Lowe, by prc/ession an artist ( best
District No. 2: Sulpher Spring - Buffalo Road 2.4 mi.
8,700.00 Mr. Robert Walker, Mr. Gerald known for his "Four Apostles"
District No. 3: England Cemetery Road 0.8 mile
3,400.00 Mullins, Mrs. John Purdom, Mrs. and "Praying Hands").
May leadership in the
District No. 4: West Fork Road 1.5 mile
5,300.00 Donald Jones, and Mr. and Mrs.
University and in the City join
David Hill, for providing tranhands to celebrate his birthday as
$ 36,900.00 sportation.
it is sure to be in 'many comIn order to complete our report, we call attention to the
The Teens also want to thank
following roads which were built by the State with Rural Secon- the ledger and Times for munities throughout the world
dary money, which money is allocated by the State to the various providing the van to carry the just as Beethoven's was last
counties with a formula out of the two-cent gas tax. The County musical instruments to Outwood. year. An outside speaker would
be nice, but we can do without;
does not wish to claim credit for this work done by the State with
The nest project of the Teens
the State funds allocated for the county but simply wishes to make Who Care will be "Honey Sun- the more participate, the better:
MIGHTY MITE-This little fellow apparently is undaunted by
faculty, students, fraternities,
a complete report of the road program in this county in the year day" on March
7. "Honey Sunthe heavy snow which fell yesterday and feels it can do what the
1970. The roads built by the State or blacktopped by the State are day" is a statewide campaign churches, service clubs. A good
big blades can accomplish. The driver either has gone for more
overall planning committee is the
as follows:
conducted by the Kentucky
gas, or a cup of coffee and the little tractor is all ready to do the
District No.!: 641 Mirth,4 laning
$ 617,000.00 Jaycees and co-sponsored by the first requicitp.
job.
Staff Photo By David Hill
May the following sample
District No. 1: Elm Grove Road 2.4 miles(cont.)
23,431.65 Kentucky
Association for
program
outline
District No.!: Kentucky 94 & Dexter Road 3.0 miles(coninitiate thought:
Retarded Children.
I. Durer's Life and the Self27,000.00
The Murray Jaycees have
Portraits II. Durer and His Time:
District No.1:Geoirge Morris Road 1.7 miles( blacktop) 16,000.00 consented
to let the Teens Who
Renaissance and Reformation
District No.1: Trevathan Cemetery Road 0.3 mile
Care conduct the drive and will
doubleseall.
(Continued From Page One)
Continued From Page One
1,500.00 donate the proceeds to the Club. III. Durer, the Artist: A Display MEMPHIS, Tenn.
( UPI)- Area Sports.
of His Works A. The Works
District No.2: Squire Workman Road 2.4 mile(blacktop) 30,000.00
outlawed
The members of the club will be
IRA
in
their
camwith
snow collapsed.
Officials
of Memphis Area
Almost $700,000 of an $800,000 paign.
District No. 2: Fire Tower Road 2.0 mile(blacktop)
25,000.00 selling honey to raise funds for Dexcribed b. Individual Works Sports Inc. announce
In-the
Midwest snow and high
d
Friday
Interpreted C. Individual Works
goal was reached through the The
District No.2: Ky. 121 to State Line( resurface)
65,090.00 the mentally retarded.
New York Stock Ex- winds returned today after a
the purchase of the Memphis public sale of stock.
Compare
District No. 2: George Ed Overbey Hoed (blacktop
IV.
d
Durer,
the
8,000.00
ctiange chalked up record brief winter warmup.
The Teens urged that each
Pros of the American Basket- "It is very gratifyin
District No.3: Green Plain Church Road 3.0(blacktop i 38,000.00
Christian
V.
g to have trading sessions. On
Durees ball
citizen in Murray help with this
Monday
In Port Jervis, N.Y., the roof
Associati
on.
the
Significa
District No. 3: Gus Robertson Road 1.19 mile( construct) 13,279.20
citizens of Memphis get 25,590,000 shares
nce, Then and Now
most worthy project
were traded. of a
At
a
partially condemned
news
conferenc
e
here,
District No.3: Gus Robertson Road)bridge Precast
behind
the
Pros
Let's
have
the
a
way
Durer
they
Day
in
16,016.00
That record fell Wednesday building collapsed under. the
the local group said the ABA have," said Jack
District No. 3: West State Line Road 1.8 mile(doubleseal) 7,858.24
Murray!
Dolph, ABA when 28,250,000 shares
JOHN SIG
were weight of heavy snow Friday,
had already approved the commissioner, via telephon
CONTRACT
• District No. 3: Tom Taylor Road( bridge & fill)
e exchanged. Both records were
Rolf King purchase
24,000.00
CHICAGO
and four persons eating lunch
UPI
)
and
final
document
Tommy
s
District No. 3: Hartsfield Road( construct I
hookup from New York. "The helped by
6,006.00 John, who compiled
hefty single trades- in a diner next door were
were being prepared by attor- first thing that
a 12-17 TFIREE
District No.3: Squire Irvan Road ( construct
successf
a
ul
ROYALS SIGN
14,555.00 record
3,248,000 shares of Allis-Chal- killed. About 20 other
for
the
ne!,s for the ABA and Memphis franchise needs is
last-place
persons
District No.3: Miller-Hicks Road ( blacktop)
the support mers on Monday and
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (UPI)15,000.00 Chicago White Sox
two were injured-four of them
in
1970,
District No. 4: Blackwell Road f construct I
of its fans. The second thing is blocks of
George Spriggs, the most
13,000.00 signed his 1971 contract
2,000,000 shares of critically.
for a
District No.4: Ky-1836 Backusburg Road( blacktop )
a winner.
valuable player in the Ameri30,000.00
Greyhound on Wednesday.
At least five persons were
District No.4: North Pleasant Grove Road ( doubleseal ) 4,500.00 "substantial raise," It was can Association
"We
have
the
support
61 the
last season,
announced by the club Friday.
injured in the South Friday as
Memphis people and I hope
was,among three Kansas City
tornadoes and vicious winds
they can maintain a winner,"
Royals to sign -1971 contracts
$995,246.29
lashed the region. In the East,
This Court wishes to express to the State Highway Department STAFF COMPLETED
said.
he
LOS ANGELES ( UPI -Tom- Friday.
snow warnings were posted
and to those local persons who are instrumental in helping to
wthe drive for funds w
Thursday Couples
my Prothro, new head coach of
from Western New York to the
ST. LOUIS ( UPI )-I.orenzo
obtain roads our appreciation for the cooperation the County
launched officially about two
Bowling League
Virginia highlands as snow
Road Department received in the year 1970 and the Court feels the Los Angeles Rams, Friday "Piper" Davis, former Harlem Team
weeks ago. It drew responses
spread
from the Ohio Valley
that slosritial progress has been made with the Calloway completed his coaching staff Globetrotter, Friday was signed Pin Busters
from
more
than 4,000 persons
58 18
with the addition of Sid Hall. by
eastward.
Cott"-, ..oads.
the St. Louis baseball Red Birds
who bought shares in the
21
55
Bro. Larry Nichols, associate
Heavy Property Damage
The Court would further respectfully report that it plans and Hall previously served as Cardinals as a scout. The 53- Fighting Four
50 26 corporation at $5 each.
pastor of the Memorial Baptist The thunderstorms and torexpects to continue to improve all county roads as fast as funds linebacker coach with the year old Davis will cover Ten Pens
47 29
Church, will be speaking at the nadoes which lashed the Gulf
are available and that in the year 1971 the Court plans to attempt Oakland Raiders.
Louisiana, Texas and Alabama Spares
45 31
10:50 a.m. service Sunday in Coast caused heavy property
to ditch, shape and gravel where necessary, the main gravel
Night Owls
41 35
observance of Youth Week at the damage. At Lake Charles, La.,
roads in the county and,of course, to do routine maintenance and
Odd Balls
41 35
church.
twisters did an estimated
replace all wooden bridges with pipe or permanent structure
Reapers
38 38
s as
Youth serving as teachers in $500,000 damage in a six-block
funds become available.
The'Four "C"s
34 42
the Sunday School at 9:40 a.m. area and injured a hotel guest.
From The
Finally,this Court wishes to commend our Road Superviso
The West Siders
34 42
r and
will be Cindy Johnson, Becky
In Southern Mississippi, two
our county employees for what we consider to be a job well
Rockets
32 44
done in
Chancey, Ann Carter, Nancy small twisters touched downthe year 1970 and to..acknowledge thanks for the many
Alley Cats
31 .45
cornCopeland, Vicki Roberts, Kathy one in Lucedale and the other
plitnents which we have had on the road program for
29 47
the year
Recker, Mona McCuiston, Mitch in Wiggins. In Lucedale a
1970.
Strikes
28 48
Johnson, Nancy Mason, Jimmy mother and her two children
We realize and recognize that not all of our roads are
(Reg.
U.S.
Pat.
Off.)
1, M's
25 51
yet as
Brandon, Linda Southard, Steve were slightly injured when a
good as we would like for them to be and pledge to you
Misfits
20 52 By United Press International
our conDAYTONA
BEACH,
Henderson, Van Perry, Randy. tornado wrecked their trailer.
Fla.
other drivers.
tinued best efforts to maintain the very best rural
WASHIN
GTON
Assistan
t
program ( UPI)-A J. Foyt has the
No one was injured as a
Defense Secretary Roger T. Grogan, Debbie Johnson, Jimmy
possible.
Foyt figures he has two
High Team Game (SC)
fastest car for the Daytona 500.
advantages in Sunday's 500-the Reapers
Kelley
saying the Pentagon will Dodson, Clarissa Lee, Johnny tornado touched down eight
744
He admits it and so do the
Williams, Mark Compton, Terry miles northwest of Mobile, Ala.,
fastest car, a 1969 Mercury, Red Birds
732 not abandon its goal of a Gold, Diarryel
Paschall, Ann Friday, cutting a one-mile-long
and the Wood brothers' crew Reapers
volunteer
military:
704
waiting for him in the pits.
"If we /o into this game Stivers, Larry Bolen, Hulon path. However, the twister
Although he lost a 125-mile
thinking we're going to lose it, Giles, Allen Cunningham, Vicki caused an estimated $20,000 in
High Team Game (HC)
qualifying race by a foot on Red Birds
then we sure as hell will lose Lowery, Katie Blalock, and Dixie damages to fruit trees and
Hook. ----Farm buildings.
Wednesday to Pete Hamilton, Fighting Four
t. •
Hayden Rickman is the Sunday
At Cut Off and Boothville,
Foyt is unconcerned.
Rockets
825
School Superintendent. The La., trailers were damaged or
let off the throttle on the
SPACE CENTER, Houston- Training Union will be held at knocked off their foundations
last turn when Hamilton got
High Team Series (SC)
Dr. Paul Gast, a space agency 5:30 p.m. with Lester Workman and a woman suffered burns
past," said the three-time Night Owls
2062
official, talking 'about rocks as director.
when the violent storm struck
Indianapolis 500 champion who Reapers
2061
brought back by the Apollo 14 At the 6:30 p.m. Sunday ser- as she was cooking breakfast.
will start on the pole in the Red Birds
2043 astronaut
vice, "The New Direction", a
The tornadic winds caused an
s:
Daytona 500. "If I hadn't
"If these kind of rocks are touring group of 35 young people estimated
$1.5
million
backed off, he wouldn't have
in
High Team Series (NC)
common on the surface, it from Benton, will present a damages to homes and businesgot past, but I saw somebody Fighting Four
2400
means that the highlands are a special program.
ses in Southern Louisiana.
( another car) sitting on the Night Owls
2380
primitive layer almost as old as Other activities for Youth Week
One Person Killed
track and backed off."
Pin Busters
72
have been held at the church this
the moon itself."
At least one person was killed
Even Hamilton admitted that
week.
near Dedham, Mass., on ice
he probably didn't have the
High Ind. Game (SC)
In the next five years. the glazed roads Friday. The ice
fastest car although he beat Lyman Dixon •
236
LOS ANGELES-A motor- population in the 20 to 2. was a contributing factor in
Foyt. Hamilton's winning speed Vernon Riley
a
233 cycle policeman describing the agegrou
p will increase by 8.5 chain -reaction crash involving
.was 175.029 m.p.h., compared to Don Alsobrook
227 return of residents evacuated million.
15
vehicles in Norwell, Mass.
Foyt.,:s pole-setting qualifying Mildred Hodge
200 after Tuesday's earthquake:
Travelers' warnings were out
run of 182.744.
Marilyn Parks
200 "Boy, it was a mad rush.
for part of eight states today
"He's probably
got the Patsy Neale
200 They .had lined up iwo, hours
from Indiana and Western New
quickest car out ,there," Hamil- Peggy Hendon
190 before the time and for two
York to Northern Alabama.
ton said. "But it's hard to tell
blocks in every direction."
Snow fell from Lower Michihow much. faster - firerItuse he
High Ind. Game WC)
gan and much of Ohio to
never opens up in practice. He Vernon Riley
251
waits until the race "
Persons serviced by city Northern Mississippi and CenDETROIT-Bridge tender MiLyman Dixon
249
In the afternoon, Tiny Lund Lloyd Todd
carriers who have not tral Alabama.
246 chael Gerych, describing junk
Occasional
of Cross, S.C., held the pole in Frances Hargrove
rain
occurred
received their Ledger &
234 he has seen floating along the
from Northern Florida to New
a 1968 Ford for the $42,310
call
p.m.
should
Times
by
Rouge
6
River:
.loam n Woods
229
York.
Permatex 300 for the late
the circulation manager,
"I even saw a woman throw
I zeta Norsworthy
228
An Arctic high over the
model sportsman cars.
Ted Delaney, at 753-9269
a dog off the overpass into the
In Friday's action, Billy Ries
Mississippi
Valley
between 6 p.m. and 6:30 Upper
river. And lots of people
High Ind. Series (S(')
of Shakopee, Minn., nursed
brought subzero cold to Minnep.m. for delivery.
his Stan Hargrove
shiny new cars throw i
600
1969 Camaro to an easy win in
Ante, Wisconsin, Upper Michi.•.•..
Don Alsobrooks
587 garbage bags at night."
the $26,650 Citrus 250 for Grand
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